PROTOCOL DEVELOPMENT: LEVEL OF PREVENTIVE ACTION METHOD, CONSIDERING THE PREVENTIVE ENVIRONMENTS IN CONSTRUCTION WORKS
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Abstract. The techniques for preventing risk have traditionally been analyzed on an individual basis, it being highly complex to apply preventive procedures across the board in construction works. This implies the necessary risk assessment based on the common factors of Safety at Work, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomics and Psychosociology. This work analyzes and classifies the environments which characterize the building process: absolute (initial), documentary, construction, social and life cycle, and identifies the technical-documentary processes associated with each one. Finally, a new risk assessment method adapted to building works is proposed, called "Level of Preventive Action", by means of a new mathematical formula which encompasses Safety at Work, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomic and Psychosociological factors. It is based upon the development of the William T. Fine method, adapting it to construction works, with the incorporation of six parameters to explain the degree of correction. It consolidates and connects environment parameters to determine the preventive action level of the construction work, with the objective of establishing the levels of preventive control required to achieve an optimum prevention situation. The results of comparison between the environments in the implementation of the new risk assessment methodology during the construction process in a real building work are shown.
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Introduction

In the early days of health and safety at work, risk assessment methodologies focused more on the negative results (sickness and injuries) rather than the positive results (health and safety) which were significantly more abstract concepts (Molina, 2006; Swuste et al., 2020). Risk prevention techniques were analyzed on an individual basis; with the result that prevention procedures were put forward to cover Safety at Work, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomics and Psychosociology and it was highly complex to apply preventive procedures across the board. Despite the existence of various risk assessment systems, no tools have been found which make it possible to obtain a global rating for a construction project as a whole (Forteza et al., 2016; Pinto, 2014; Simanaviciene et al., 2014; Salanova et al., 2005; Reyes et al., 2014; Oliveira, 2010; Claudino Véras, 2012; Carpio et al., 2017). Nevertheless, many research projects incorporate a climate of safety due to the uncertainty generated by human behavior in risk prevention (Gürcanlı & Müngen, 2009; Xia et al., 2020), it being necessary to assess risk based on the common factors of Safety at Work, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomics and Psychosociology (Mohamed et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2016; Mushayi et al., 2018). It is significant that a risk assessment that can be based on different aspects and conclude on a single approach. Under this criterion, Lucchi (2016) unifies different parameters that otherwise will be usually evaluated in
a separately to point out specific aspects of the building. This indicates the need to establish these types of evaluations in field of occupational health and safety.

In order to prevent accidents at work, it is essential to incorporate risk prevention in all phases of business activity (Act 31 of 8th November 1995), implementing an occupational hazard prevention plan which uses risk assessment as a tool in order to perform preventive planning and fight against accidents at work. By way of key factors in accidents, the associated causes of occupational accidents have been identified and quantified by Haslam et al. (2005). As such, they obtained the problems derived from employees or the work team (70% of accidents), problems at the place of work (49%), defective equipment (including personal protective equipment) (56%), problems with the suitability and condition of the materials (27%), and shortcomings in risk management (84%) (Haslam et al., 2005). Mihić (2020) adds the Workers Movement, as approximately 20% of accidents occur while the worker moves around the construction site. Asilian et al. (2018) considered it necessary to investigate the fundamental causes of the unsafe behaviors of workers in the construction sector thus creating a new effective tool. It is essential to approach health and safety beyond bureaucratic and financial roles, greater involvement of all agents making up a construction project being necessary (Haslam et al., 2005) and the consultation and participation of employees and collaboration between employers and employees being vital (Segarra et al., 2017). Which implies a need for a safety culture both in the construction project environment and in the construction process environment (Birhane et al., 2020; Minh & Yingbin, 2019). In this regard, Lucchi (2020) proposes a methodology with screening, observation, analysis and expertise criteria, based on the effectiveness and satisfaction of workers, with regard to the prevention of occupational risks to guarantee cost reduction and improve the efficiency of the procedure that defines. Several risk assessment methodologies have been defined which generalize in their definition of the fundamental parameters which quantify the level of risk. Among others, Jannadi and Almishari (2003) studied risk assessment in construction activities, defining risk as a measure of probability, severity and exposure to the hazards of an activity. Barandan and Usmen (2006) adopted the same approach, based on the definition of risk as the product of probability (frequency) and severity. Williams (1993) believes that risk depends on two factors; the probability of occurrence and impact quantified as the consequences for the employee and his or her environment. The mathematical expression of the above would be $R = P \cdot I$ (Williams, 1993). Faber and Stewart (2003) also define the same concept in technical risk as the expected consequences associated with a specific activity. Taking into account an activity with a single event, the risk $R$ is the probability of this occurring $P$, multiplied by the consequences, $C$. In other words: $R = P \cdot C$ (Faber & Stewart, 2003). Nevertheless, these are the parameters proposed by Williams (1993). Fine that are closest to the real circumstances. Starting with the product of probability, exposure and consequences, a parameter is incorporated, which is inversely proportional, to justify the corrective action (Espinheira et al., 2020; Carpio & González, 2017). Although such parameters have a qualitative and quantitative definition that are very difficult to interpret and apply to construction works (Carpio et al., 2017).

Quantifying the consequences of risk is a difficult task due to the fact that the same accident may produce multiple consequences and there may be different perceptions when evaluating the severity of the same injury (Pinto et al., 2012). As such, analyzing the complete process of a construction project starts with the planners’ initial proposals, includes the needs of the builder and developer, and ends by looking at the behavior of the workers themselves. Larsson and Field (2002) studied the risks of falling from heights in the different professions and different scenarios which coincide in the construction process, proposing that prevention should occur in the design phase, in the preliminary building solutions, in task planning and supervision. Likewise, Forteza et al. (2016) establish the need to gather information from different viewpoints due to the special characteristics of the construction process. Such information can be taken from the particular characteristics of the project, documentation, environmental conditions, safeguards, machinery, etc. Performing a prior analysis, before an accident can occur, anticipating incidents. They also point out the lack of available information concerning construction environments. This method gathers information about the environment of a construction work based on the players, their roles, the type and phases of the project; with the resulting evaluation of the general safety conditions, the task, the safeguards and the tools. This all facilitates prioritization in general or one-off operations (Forteza et al., 2016).

Within the climate of safety and safe conduct, Gillen et al. (2002) evaluated construction workers’ perception of injury with regard to the climate of safety in the workplace, psychological demands at work, freedom of choice and support for colleagues. Praising safe conduct and safe work in a culturally acceptable manner (Gillen et al., 2002) to which Gao et al. (2019) incorporated the incidence of the parameter of the safe behavior of workers, extraversion, kindness, neuroticism and conscience, in the development of a construction work.

Mohamed et al. (2009) explain that it is widely accepted that unsafe conduct is intrinsically linked to workplace accidents, there being a positive correlation between safe employee conduct and the climate of safety in construction areas. Consequently, the attitude of construction workers towards safety is influenced by their perceptions of risk, management, safe roles and work procedures (Mohamed et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2016; Mushayi et al., 2018). Expanding on this concept, Mohammadi and Tavakolan (2020) described the influence of behavioral archetypes of different types of workers that identified in unsafe construction climates, pointing out construction projects,
construction managers, security means, economic interests, unsafe actions as determinants in the generation of an unsafe climate and workplace accidents.

Studies into risk prevention are highly diverse and currently include wider approaches. Not only do they cover the basic concepts of the parameters of probability and consequences (Faber & Stewart, 2003; Williams, 1993); or frequency and degree of exposure to risk (Fine, 1971), but preventive analysis extends to technical design parameters (Hardison et al., 2020) during the initial development phases of a construction project (Asilian et al., 2018) and the productive development phase (Martínez-Aires et al., 2018; Minh & Yingbin, 2019). It also encompasses the analysis of construction procedures for different types of materials, supporting tools, machinery, safety systems and for employee safety training (Forteza et al., 2017), covering personal relationships, behavior roles, climate of safety and safe behaviors (Lucchi, 2020; Engeda et al., 2020), it being an essential objective to lay the foundations for defining a model that brings together all of the options for analysis in the field of construction works (Carpio & González, 2017; Carpio et al., 2017; Carpio & González, 2020).

The objective of this study is to establish the correlation that exists between the different stages associated with the process of planning and producing a construction project by means of developing and adapting the parameters defined in the mathematical methodology of William T. Fine. To do so, it is proposed to designate these stages with a more appropriate name that allows identifying the preventive parameters for each stage, which is called the construction process environment. These stages correspond to the different environments that justify the development of a construction: initial environment (conception of the project), documentary environment (analysis of the project), constructive environment (material and human resources), social environment (social relations) and environment of building life (use and maintenance). Such correlation justifies the proposal of a new risk assessment method adapted to construction works which is called Level of Preventive Action ($L_{pae}$); with a new risk assessment mathematical formula adapted to construction works (Carpio, 2017; Carpio & González, 2020). Finally, this risk assessment methodology is implemented in a real construction. Data and references are taken during all phases of the construction process. The graphic results show the relationship between the different environments of the construction process. This justifies the mathematical procedure proposed by the new method and the need to globally observe the level of preventive action required in for each construction phase and each evaluation risk.

### 1. Proposal of environments and parameters of the new assessment method

The mathematical formula from William T. Fine’s method (Fine, 1971) has been developed and adapted to construction works taking into account the assessment of risk prevention techniques: Safety at Work, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomics and Psychosociology; and proposing the identification of the construction process environments. All aimed at analyzing the deviation in the level of prevention from the initial premise and determining the level of prevention that needs to be incorporated when carrying out the work in order to improve the conditions of the design, construction and social relationships. The risk parameters defined in each project environment and proposed for this new risk assessment method adapted to building construction works, are as follows:

- **Absolute Environment** ($E_{ab}$) (initial design and project drafting stage. Basic risk parameters):
  - Probability ($P$): estimation of the risk tolerance with regard to the probability of an injury occurring.
  - Consequences ($C$): estimation of the risk tolerance with regard to the expected consequences of the injury that could occur.
  - Absolute Risk ($R_{ab}$): is the direct relationship of the probability for the consequences ($P.C$). Estimation carried out at the start of the building works using the Health and Safety at Work Plan drawn up by the construction company. This is the documentary environment, absolute in nature and serves as the base for comparing the other parameters.

- **Documentary Environment** ($E_{d}$) (contractor contract stage. Basic risk parameters, physical and geometrical risk parameters):
  - Relative Risk ($R_{r}$): preventive parameter which interprets the complexity of the building safety associated with the work unit and increases the absolute risk value.
  - Borderline Risk ($R_{b}$): preventive parameter which interprets the location of the work unit and its incidence in the environment; and increases the absolute risk value.

- **Construction Environment** ($E_{c}$) (implementation project stage. Basic risk parameters, physical and geometrical risk parameters, human and construction resources parameters):
  - Degree of Exposure ($E_{d}$): parameter which assesses the amount of time the worker takes to complete the work unit and is consequently exposed to risk several times during the performance of that work unit; and increases the absolute risk value.
  - Economic Capacity ($E_{c}$): parameter which assesses the amount of economic resources in building hazard prevention systems; and decreases the absolute risk value.

- **Social Environment** ($E_{s}$) (implementation project stage. Basic risk parameters, physical and geometrical risk parameters, construction resources parameters, and parameters concerning the emotional state and participation):
  - Participative Interest ($P_{p}$): parameter which assesses the Participative Interest of the different players involved in a construction project, obtaining their perception of its health and safety; decreases the absolute risk value.

An initial starting point is proposed that is based on the mathematical Eqn (1) for assessing and controlling risk defined by William T. Fine (Fine, 1971) in which risk score $R$ is analyzed as the degree of danger based on: $P$ – the probability, $C$ – consequences of an accident, $E$ – the degree of employee exposure, and $J$ – justification of action against the risk is based on the cost factor ($C_F$) and degree of correction ($D_C$) that the preventive action requires Eqn (2). This method is extremely difficult to adapt to construction works due to the implicit challenge of interpreting and applying its qualitative and quantitative parameters.

$$R = P \cdot C \cdot E;$$ (1)

$$J = \frac{P \cdot C \cdot E}{C_F \cdot D_C} = P \cdot C \cdot \left(\frac{E}{C_F \cdot D_C}\right).$$ (2)

The second approach is based on the different risks related to the different project environments such as the relationship between the documentary influence, construction influence and social influence; the parameters are linked based on the different phases of risk which occur during the execution of the project. $R_r$ – The relative risk and $R_b$ – Borderline Risk are associated with the documentary phase of the project; $E$ – the degree of employee Exposure and $E_{ec}$ – Economic Capacity with the procurement phase of the project in the construction environment; and $P_1$ – the Participative Interest of the employee and $L_s$ – Level of Satisfaction with the implementation phase of the project and the Social Environment (Eqn (3)):

$$L_{pac} = P \cdot C \cdot \left(\frac{R_r \cdot R_b \cdot E}{E_{ec} \cdot P_1 \cdot L_s}\right) = R_{ab} \cdot E_{pac}. $$ (3)

In Eqn (3) for Level of Preventive Action ($L_{pac}$), $R_{ab}$ – absolute risk; $E_{pac}$ – environment of Level of Preventive Action.

Finally, the analogies between both formulations are established, looking at the fundamental environments in construction works, which encompass the different stages of the construction process, which in turn enable the definition of the associated risk phases together with the preventive parameters inherent in them.

2.1. The mathematical method of William T. Fine

This method was developed by William T. Fine (1971) by the name of Mathematical Evaluation for Controlling Hazards and was published in 1971 by the US Naval Ordnance Laboratory. This method establishes a formula for linking factors of control and calculating the risk, giving a numeric assessment to the importance of the corrective measure to prevent the hazard. The correction priorities are established based on the risk rating (Eqn (1)). An additional formula establishes the estimated cost and effectiveness of the corrective action in preventing the risk, and determines whether the cost is justified (Eqn (2)).

It is important to mention that this method was developed in a practical way in the nautical instruments sector and that the methodology refers to the fact that it can be applied universally with the adaptations and corrections that are considered to be appropriate.

The expression which defines the Eqn (1), links $R$ – the Risk score (which depends on the anticipated injury over time) based on the direct relationship between the product of $P$ – the Probability of the event (which depends on the accident anticipated in a certain situation of risk), $C$ – the Consequences (which depend on the injury anticipated based as a result of the accident anticipated) and $E$ – the Exposure to risk (which depends on the situation of risk over time) (Eqn (4)). Table 1 contains the numerical values for each of the parameters of the equations.

$$\frac{\text{Anticipated injury}}{\text{Time}) = \frac{\text{Anticipated accident}}{\text{Situation of risk}}.$$ (4)

Table 2 displays the range of values which are most commonly used for this method and the criteria for acting with regard to the magnitude of danger.

Equation (5) establishes whether the cost of the corrective action to reduce the danger is justified from de William T. Fine’s method (Fine, 1971). In order to achieve this, two parameters are added which are inversely proportional to the degree of risk and which reflect the $C_F$ – Estimated Cost to correct the hazard and the $D_C$ – Degree of Correction of the preventive action. It should be noted that the elements of the numerator of this formula are the same as in the Risk Score (Eqn (1)).

$$J = \frac{R}{\text{Amount of prevention}} = \frac{P \cdot C \cdot E}{C_F \cdot D_C},$$ (5)

where: $J$ – Justification.

All the dimensionless values are replaced in the formula in order to determine the justification value. If the resulting value is greater than the critical value of 10 the corrective action to reduce the hazard is considered to be
justified. For a value lower than the critical value of 10 the cost considered for the corrective action is not justified.

Both the values given to each parameter and the critical value to justify action are based on experience in decision making and in the economic situation at the time of the calculation. However, the method enables the range of values and critical value to be increased depending on the type of accidents to be studied, economic situation and assessment of prevention systems.

### 3. Analysis and classification of environments

In the building process, based on an extensive bibliography, three periods are identified which determine the type of prevention: the documentary period, which relates to the project characteristics and organization of the work (Allen & Iano, 2019; Act 31 of 8th November 1995; Castellano, 2008; Larsson & Field, 2002); the project implementation period which encompasses the construction systems (Fakhratov et al., 2020; Forteza et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2007; Haslam et al., 2005) and that concerned with social influence (Lucchi, 2020; Abbas et al., 2013; Salanova et al., 2007; Haslam et al., 2005; Úbeda de Mingo, 2002); and the period of use and maintenance which involve in new owners or users with the rules of coexistence (Tepeli et al., 2019). The documentary period is one of the fundamental parts of accident prevention, there being studies which indicate that more than 42% of designs may be related to accidents which occurred in the construction industry (Segarra et al., 2017; Jannadi & Almishari, 2003).

Where preventive action in the documentary period are concerned, the geometrical definition of the construction is established along with its associated theoretical characteristics in the part corresponding to the initial design period of the building; the respective work units and construction systems, with an evaluation of each and their legal conformity; in the part associated to the project implementation documentation work (Act 31 of 8th November 1995; Castellano, 2008; Larsson & Field, 2002). Inside the documentary period includes the definition given by the construction company during the implementation and monitoring of the construction and prevention systems; within the budgetary margins of the work execution contract. All these technical definitions must be considered within the same context or environment for the preventive action. The preventive action in the documentary period is determined as a Documentary Environment. Both documents have been prepared during periods of different characteristics: Project of Execution and Contracting of Work. Therefore, the preventive action of the documentary environment is divided into two: Initial or Absolute Environment, during the project phase; and Documentary Environment, during the contract phase. The mandatory documents, regarding prevention, defining the documentary period, in the case of Spain, are the Health and Safety at Work Study (or Basic Study) like Annex for the Building Execution Project and the Health and Safety at Work Plan produced by the construction company (Act 31 of 8th November 1995).

In preventive action related to the project implementation period, the development characteristics of the different stages of a construction work are established, applying the theoretical, geometrical, legal and construction concepts set out in the prior documentation. In the project implementation period two fundamental interconnected periods are established: the construction period and the social period. The construction period is where the conditions of construction complexity are defined based on the work units, their location and interdependence with other work units. This influences the performance of the workers in delivering such work units, and, as a consequence,

### Table 1. Values for the parameters to calculate the risk score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most likely</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Catastrophe</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Continuously</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quite possible</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Multiple fatalities</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusual</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fatality</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remotely possible</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Extremely serious injury</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Unusually</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely remote</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Disabling injuries</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practically impos</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Minor cuts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Very rarely</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Action in relation to degree of danger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnitude of risk R</th>
<th>Degree of danger</th>
<th>Action against risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 400</td>
<td>Very high risk</td>
<td>Immediate halt of dangerous activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 200 and 400</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Immediate correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 70 and 200</td>
<td>Notable risk</td>
<td>Urgent necessary correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 20 and 70</td>
<td>Possible risk</td>
<td>It is not an emergency, but the risk must be corrected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 20</td>
<td>Acceptable risk</td>
<td>No need for correction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the budgetary progress of the project (Tepeli et al., 2019; Forteza et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2007; Haslam et al., 2005). The social period is where the interest, participation, motivation level and emotional state of the workers are defined as fundamental elements associated with the delivery of the units of work and the different construction systems (Lucchi, 2020; Fakhratov et al., 2020; Bhandari et al., 2020; Abbas et al., 2013; Salanova et al., 2007; Haslam et al., 2005; Ubeda de Mingo, 2002). The definitions that characterize both periods are clearly different: of technical and social consideration. In this case, from the point of view of preventive action, two environments of preventive action must be considered: the constructive environment and the social environment.

Finally, it is important to understand as a building process the period from the delivery of the building to its new owners (or users). It is the period of use and maintenance in which legal conditions, reform actions and neighborhood relationships are established. The preventive action includes all the environments of the construction process: Absolute Environment (documentation of the building), Documentary Environment (conditions about use and maintenance), Constructive Environment (reform actions) and Social Environment (neighborhood relationships). In this case, the preventive action should be considered as a single environment called the Life Cycle Environment.

Likewise, in the analysis of each environment, different risk phases are classified which are associated to the different phases of the building construction process (Allen & Iano, 2019; Castellano, 2008). However, due to the analysis of the different risk phases related to health and safety in construction works, a phase equivalent to the analysis, construction budget and procurement process has been incorporated. As such, there are five distinct phases in the building construction process along with their respective associated risks in the field of prevention. Based on the preventive action for the associated risks, preventive environments are defined in the building process (Table 3).

The Documentary Environment is associated with the first two phases of the building construction process. It covers everything from the developer’s initial interest in investing in the construction of a building to the technical-economic options and the associated technical-legal definitions. The mandatory and preventive documents defining the Documentary Environment are the Basic Plan, the Building Plan and the Health and Safety at Work Study (and the Basic Health and Safety at Work Study). The first phase (preliminary design) and the second phase (drafting of the Basic and Execution Project of the building), both with the associated project risk, are defined by the basic concepts of risk based on the probability of an event and its consequences occur; since no more information available.

The Documentary Environment is associated with first, second and third phases of the building construction process. It covers everything from the developer’s initial interest in investing in the construction of a building to the technical-economic options and the associated technical-legal definitions. Defining the conditions of constructive complexity based on the work units, their location and interdependence with other work units, which influences the workers’ performance and the budgetary development of the work. The mandatory and preventive documents that define the Documentary Environment are the Urban Works License issued by the City Council, the Occupational Health and Safety Plan drafted by the Contractor, the Contract for the execution of the work and the Certificate of Approval of the Health and Safety at Work Plan. Regarding the associated risks, information contemplated in the conditions of the Project and the Contract is added. To the parameters of probability and consequences, the physical conditions of the work are incorporated by the manipulation of the materials and the geometric conditions by the location of the workplace.

The project implementation period (defined by the construction and social periods) is associated with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Building Stage</th>
<th>Associated Risk</th>
<th>Preventive Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Documentary</td>
<td>Stage 1: Design and Market Research.</td>
<td>Project Risks</td>
<td>Absolute ($E_{ab}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preliminary design.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 2: Drafting of the Basic and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Execution Project of the building.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 3: Analysis of work and developer-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Documentary ($E_{d}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contractor contract.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Implementation</td>
<td>Stage 4: Work Execution and Workers</td>
<td>Project Risks, Contractor contract and Work Execution</td>
<td>Constructive ($E_{c}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contract.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Risks, Contractor contract,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Social ($E_{s}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work Execution and Social Relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Use</td>
<td>Stage 5: Building Delivery to New Owners</td>
<td>Building Book Risk as Built Definition</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Documentary Risk</td>
<td>Life Cycle ($E_{lc}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>reform actions</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>neighborhood relationships</td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Proposal environments preventive action
fourth phase of the building construction process. Being the environments corresponding to this period, the Constructive Environment and the Social Environment.

Where preventive action in the Construction Environment is concerned, the development characteristics of the different phases of work in a construction project are established; applying the theoretical, geometrical, legal and construction systems established by the existing documentation of the Execution Project. Defining the conditions of construction complexity based on the work units, their location and interdependence with other work units, which influences the workers’ performance and the budgetary progress of the project by the existing documentation of the Construction Contract. Likewise, during the execution of the work, there are situations of exposure to risk by workers and implementation of constructive systems for the individual and collective safety of workers. Both situations may be different or modified during the work. The mandatory and preventive documents defining the construction environment are the Construction contract between the developer and the contractor, the Building Plan, the Health and Safety at Work Plan produced by the construction company and the Certificate of Approval of the Health and Safety at Work Plan. Also, in the Construction Environment (execution of the work) the documentation is prepared according to the conditions of the work, so it is determined by observation and technical experience.

Where preventive action in the Social Environment that the participative and emotional interest of the different players and construction workers are defined, along with the workers’ level of motivation as fundamental elements associated with delivering the work units and the different construction systems and preventive means of safety and health. In the fourth phase of the building construction process, the associated work risks are defined by the basic parameters, geometrical and physical parameters, exposure to risk by workers, construction resources parameters and parameters related to workers’ collaboration, personal satisfaction and emotional estates.

With regard that the building is handed over to the new users, in the Life Cycle Environment, associated with the fifth phase of the building construction process, the risk is defined by the life cycle risk which includes different parameters to those encompassed by the aforementioned risks. This period includes, in an initial phase, the warranties and responsibilities of the agents participating in the planning, development, implementation and delivery of the building within the legally established period. The following phase begins with the use and maintenance by the building users based on the training given to the Residents’ Association which is jointly managed alongside a Property Management company (Ley 8/2013, 2013). This phase involves the correct use and adequate maintenance of the building, with the aim of maintaining the functional and aesthetic features inherent to the building that was designed and built in a good state of repair over time, by following the instructions for use and maintenance for the finished building (Real Decreto 314/2006, 2006). The pace at which the building ages will depend, to a large extent, on its correct use and on compliance with the maintenance requirements. The life cycle risk parameters are defined by use and maintenance concepts which cover documentary risks, use and maintenance risks, neighborly relations, financial risks and legal risks. These parameters are not inherent to the new construction process; as such reference should be made to a more detailed study outside of the field of construction projects.

The environments encompass all phases of the building construction process and identify the different risks associated with each phase over the course of the project. Likewise, each risk phase is defined by the characteristic prevention parameters (Figure 1).

Absolute Environment (E_{ab}):

- First Stage: Design and Market Research. Preliminary design.
  - Initial risk phase.
    - Basic risk parameters.
- Second Stage: Drafting of the Basic and Execution Project of the building.
  - Project risk phase.
    - Basic risk parameters.
    - Physical and geometrical parameters of the building.

Documentary Environment (E_{d}):

- Third Stage: Analysis of work and developer-contractor contract.
  - Procurement risk phase.
    - Basic risk parameters.
    - Physical and geometrical parameters of the building.
    - Construction and human resources parameters.

Construction Environment (E_{c}):

- Fourth Stage: Project implementation.
  - Building risk phase.
    - Basic risk parameters.
    - Physical and geometrical parameters of the building.
    - Construction and human resources parameters.

Social Environment (E_{s}):

- Fourth Stage: Project implementation.
  - Social relationships risk phase.
    - Basic risk parameters.
    - Physical and geometrical parameters of the building.
    - Construction and human resources parameters.
    - Level of satisfaction and participation parameters.

Life Cycle Environment (E_{lc}):

  - Life cycle risk phase
    - Documentary, use, maintenance, neighborly relations, economic and legal risk parameters.
4. Identification of preventive parameters

Based on an analysis of construction environments, the risk phases in the different construction phases in the building process have been identified. Different prevention parameters are inherent to the said risk phases. The parameters associated to the construction implementation process are:

- Basic risk parameters.
- Physical and geometrical parameters of the building.
- Human and construction resources parameters.
- Level of Satisfaction and participation parameters.

4.1. Basic risk parameters

The basic Risk parameters – \( R \) reflect the estimated risk tolerance in terms of the probability – \( P \) of the injury occurring and the expected Consequences – \( C \) of the injury that may occur (Gómez-Cano et al., 1996), which are related in direct proportion (Eqn (6)):

\[
R = P \cdot C. \tag{6}
\]

This risk analysis is performed at the start of building execution using the Health and Safety at Work Plan drafted by the construction company. It is the base for comparing the other parameters, since it constitutes the \( E_{\text{ab}} \) – Absolute Documentary environment and serves as a base for comparing the other parameters (Eqn (7)):

\[
R = P \cdot C = E_{\text{absolute}}. \tag{7}
\]

4.2. Documentary risk parameters

When assessing the risks involved in a construction project, the documentary risk parameters are associated with the technical, legal, building, economic and temporary definitions for the building development, which are used to determine the exact geometry of the building, the construction systems, project planning, work units, project budget, availability of the materials, the facilities, legal conditions and graphical information (Gao et al., 2019; Larsson & Field, 2002). The parameters considered at this stage relate to the complexity of the work units in terms of their geometrical definition, and to the interdependencies between them with regard to their physical definitions.

Geometrical risk is a preventive parameter which interprets the complexity of the construction safety associated with the work unit and increases the risk value. The quantification values depend on the degree of complexity of the construction phase of the work unit and on the impact of the risk prevention techniques on the environment. It is a \( R_g \) – Relative Risk that depends on factors such as graphics, reconsideration, the number of employees, their skills, the height of the support facilities, machinery required, the weight of the material used and its manageability.

Physical risk is a preventive parameter which interprets the interdependence of the work unit in relation to the safety of the work location and which increases the risk value. The quantification values depend on the location of the work unit and on the impact of the risk prevention techniques on the environment. It is a height and \( R_h \) – Borderline Risk which depends on the position in relation to the ground and on the position of the worker in relation to the edge.

This risk analysis is performed during the site inspection to assess risk and depends on the physical and geometrical definition of the building. It is the construction environment and is characterized by its assessment of the degree of danger of the construction risk. It has a directly proportional relationship:

\[
E_{\text{documentary}} = R_{\text{relative}} \cdot R_{\text{borderline}}; \tag{8}
\]

\[
R = P \cdot C \cdot R_g \cdot R_h; \tag{9}
\]

\[
R = E_{\text{absolute}} \cdot E_{\text{documentary}}. \tag{10}
\]

The \( E_d \) – Documentary Environment spans the first and second phases of the building construction process (Eqn (8)). The risk phases take into consideration the basic risk parameters, physical parameters and geometrical parameters of the building (Eqns (9) and (10)).

4.3. Construction risk parameters

When assessing the risks involved in a construction project, the documentary risk parameters are associated with the contractual document between the property and the construction company in accordance with the terms established in the construction project, the safety study and the rest of the technical documentation. The parameters considered at this stage relate to the construction company's contribution in terms of human and material resources and auxiliary systems of work. Based on an estimate of the worker's degree of exposure to the risk and the economic and practical resources allocated to risk prevention (Fine, 1971).

The risk due to the degree of exposure assesses the amount of time that a worker uses to complete the work unit and is consequently exposed to risk several times during the performance of that work unit. The quantification values depend on whether or not during the time taken to perform the work unit situations of risk have repeatedly occurred; placing the worker's manual ability against company interests (Fortezza et al., 2017; Abdurrahman, 2009). Consciously or not, workers repeat work roles.
This implies that dangerous situations can be controlled or circumvented through the worker’s experience. This is a $R_s$ – risk due to exposure which is construction-related with a directly proportional relationship.

The risk associated with $R_{cr}$ – construction resources is based upon William T. Fine’s method (Fine, 1971) regarding the justification of the corrective action in terms of the cost factor and the degree of correction. The amount of economic resources in preventive construction systems is assessed. Economic capacity is a parameter which corrects the documentary risk parameters and the degree of exposure, which means that it has an inversely proportional relationship:

$$E_{construction} = R_{Exposure} \cdot R_{Construction resources}; \quad (11)$$

$$R = P \cdot C \cdot R_s \cdot R_{cr} \cdot \frac{1}{R_{cr}}; \quad (12)$$

$$R = E_{absolute} \cdot E_{documentary} \cdot E_{construction}; \quad (13)$$

The $E_s$ – Construction Environment encompasses the third phase of the building construction process (Eqn (11)). The risk phases take into account the basic risk parameters, the physical and geometrical parameters of the building; and parameters related to construction and human resources (Eqns (12) and (13)).

### 4.4. Social risk parameters

The social parameter assesses the workers’ interest, participation and frame of mind as fundamental elements associated with the completion of work units and implementing different construction systems. It estimates the importance of the work (Nogareda, 1988) and evaluates the job position variables in order to improve personal safety and that of the environment (Lucchi, 2020; Chavarria, 1986).

The $R_p$ – Participation Risk evaluates the combined action of the workers in preventing risk, this being extremely important due to the changing activities in building work. The quantification values depend on the observation of the interest and the participation in prevention matters; whether they are sufficient or whether greater involvement by the workers is required in terms of preventive measures. The worker’s perception of health and safety at an individual, team and social level is obtained by means of a survey. This interview contains four questions on the emotional state and six questions on the perception of risk in safety and health (Salanova et al., 2007), defined in the protocol of the method of the Level of Preventive Action (Carpio, 2017). The Participative Interest is a relative parameter which analyzes behavior and attitude at both an individual and group level, correcting the documentary and construction parameters, which means that it has an inversely proportional relationship.

The $R_s$ – risk due to the level of satisfaction assesses direct staff interaction in order to obtain answers by means of a survey which reveals the perception of the worker’s level of satisfaction (Lee et al., 2020; Cuchí, 2010). Such observation considers general aspects of behavior and human attitude which significantly influence, or could significantly influence, the generation of risks. The said observation may be used to establish the immediate guidelines for on-site action concerning social influence parameters as well as establishing an initial, characteristic value concerning the psychosocial conditions observed at the time of the on-site assessment. The Level of Satisfaction is a parameter which corrects the documentary and construction parameters, which means that it has an inversely proportional relationship:

$$E_{social} = R_{participation} \cdot R_{satisfaction}; \quad (14)$$

$$R = P \cdot C \cdot R_s \cdot R_{cr} \cdot \frac{1}{R_{cr}} \cdot \frac{1}{R_p} \cdot \frac{1}{R_s}; \quad (15)$$

$$R = E_{absolute} \cdot E_{documentary} \cdot E_{construction} \cdot E_{social}. \quad (16)$$

The $E_s$ – Social Environment encompasses the fourth phase of the building construction process (Eqn (14)). The risk phases take into account the basic risk parameters, the physical and geometrical parameters of the building, the parameters related to construction and human resources and the parameters related to participation and personal satisfaction (Eqns (15) and (16)).

### 5. Analogies with William T. Fine’s Method

William T. Fine’s method proposes two formulas (Fine, 1971). The first determines the degree of danger or risk score and depends on the parameters of probability, the consequences and the degree of exposure (Eqn (1)). The second formula proposes justification criteria for corrective action based upon two parameters, the cost factor and the degree of correction of the preventive action (Eqn (2)).

The formula proposed in the new risk assessment method called $L_{pac}$ – Level of Preventive Action, takes into account the analysis of the building work environments and determines the degree of danger based upon the parameters of probability, the consequences and the degree of exposure to the risk. At the same time, it proposes justification criteria for corrective action based upon six parameters: $R_s$ – Relative Risk, $R_{cr}$ – Borderline Risk and $E$ – the degree of Exposure in a directly proportional relationship; and $E_c$ – the Economic Capacity, $P_i$ – Participative Interest and $L_s$ – Level of Satisfaction in an inversely proportional relationship (Eqn (3)).

The Relative Risk, Borderline Risk and degree of Exposure refer to the cost factor; and economic capacity refers to the correction degree of the William T. Fine method (Fine, 1971). Bearing in mind that the degree of correction proposed by William T. Fine is unsuitable for application in building construction projects due to its high subjectivity and inaccuracy (Carpio & González, 2017), parameters of a psychosocial nature are incorporated (Participative Interest and Level of Satisfaction), which, to a large extent, correct documentary and construction parameters. The application parameters of the William T. Fine method are
currently out of date. The current reality of the construction process differs enormously with respect to the determining factors posed by William T. Fine (Carpio et al., 2017).

6. Results and discussion

The mathematical formula from William T. Fine’s method (Fine, 1971) has been developed and adapted to construction works, incorporating various parameters which take risk assessment into account concerning Safety at Work, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomics and Psychosociological factors.

The adaptation and development of the formula from William T. Fine’s method does not remove its essence which is the justification of the corrective action. Furthermore, as William T. Fine’s method indicates, the quantification values used in the new Level of Preventive Action method are the most interesting in terms of the numbering they follow and the possible range of results that they offer, it being possible to amend them according to the working environments being observed for assessment.

This article offers one of the approaches to the new methodology for assessing occupational hazards adapted to building works, called the Level of Preventive Action. In this article, prevention environments for the development and extension of the William T. Fine (Fine, 1971) methodology are considered as new points of observation in the field of prevention.

The new method has been implemented in the whole process of a construction work, in every execution phase. Complete technical data related to prevention and occupational health and social-related data concerning the worker’s condition and risk perception in the building environment have been gathered.

It is fundamental to learn to observe people, from the perspective of different construction environments, in their places of work, and to identify unsafe or deficient actions (Cuchí, 2010; Silva et al., 2013), since the prevention of accidents and management of risk is a social priority in the construction industry. Workplace accidents generate economic losses for companies, the authorities, workers and society in general (Paolillo et al., 2020; Gomes de Oliveira, 2010), which is why accidents at work require analysis that focuses upon the overall construction environment (Lucchi, 2020; Sanni-Anibire et al., 2020; Avdiu et al., 2020; Lucchi, 2016; Lucchini & London, 2014; Úbeda de Mingo, 2002; Gomes de Oliveira; Claudino Véras, 2012).

6.1. Implementation

Based on the theoretical basis stated in the previous sections, on the foundations of observation in the field of prevention, which have served as a basis for the definition of the parameters in the different environments of the construction process: absolute, documentary, constructive and social. Becomes necessary the practical application and implementation of these foundations and formulation about the reality of the construction process.

The new model has been applied to a real construction. The different parameters of the new formula were adapted to the construction process and received analysis criterias. Based on the observation environments the characteristic values for evaluating the parameters are as follows:

- In the Absolute Environment ($E_{ab}$) the Probability ($P$) and Consequences ($C$) parameters are those estimated in the mandatory risk assessment prior to the start of the works. Both parameters will serve as a comparative basis with the Level of Preventive Action ($L_{pac}$) based on the product of both ($P \cdot C$) and which is called Absolute Risk ($R_{ab}$).
- On the Record ($E_{r}$) and within the Level of Preventive Action ($L_{pac}$), the observation characteristics regarding the Relative Risk parameter ($R_{r}$), are based on the graphical quality of the plans, the necessary restatements, qualification of the operator, necessary tools, the weight of the material and its handling. The Bordeline Risk ($R_{b}$) parameter is based on the height or depth of the work plan to the ground and the distance to the edge of the building. Both parameters interpret risks of a physical and geometric nature of the construction process.
- It was analyzed in the Construction Environment ($E_{c}$) of the Level of Preventive Action ($L_{pac}$), the constructive and human means for the execution of the work and its disposition in preventive matter. Degree of Exposure parameter ($E$), analyzes the frequency of exposure to risk in the work unit, in the work environment and in the routes to the work unit. The parameter of the Economic Capacity ($E_{Ec}$), analyzes both 1) the organization of the execution of the work individually, in the work team and as well in the work in general and 2) the amount of individual and collective protection of the workers while working. Both parameters reflect risks of a constructive and human nature.
- Inside the Social Environment ($E_{s}$) of the Level of Preventive Action ($L_{pac}$), the risks associated with participation in health and safety risk were identified. The emotional state of the workers characterize them. The Participative Interest ($P_{i}$) parameter analyzes information, training and participation in prevention at the individual and group level. The parameter of the Level of Satisfaction ($L_{s}$) analyzes, through an individual and on-site survey, the personal perception or state of mind and the individual and collective perception of the safety and health of the work.

To be evaluated the characteristic values obtained from the risk assessment of the Health and Safety Plan (Absolute Risk) and with the technical observation and the on-site psychosocial survey (Preventive Action Assessment) must be interpreted on each of the risks. This have to be done encompassing the risk classification published by the INSS, which implies a risk assessment in Occupational Safety, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomics and Psychosociology. This determines that the characteristic value may increase or decrease depending on the degree of incidence.
The result when relating the Absolute Risk with the evaluation of the Preventive Action indicates the amount of Level of Preventive Action required in the prevention environments evaluated during the construction process, with which the criterion of the control base of the preventive action focuses towards an optimal control situation. From these results, individual recommendation criteria are determined on each of the risks considered, in each of the disciplines on prevention and overall on the construction process.

The focus, reason for this document, lies in the importance of the definition and identification of preventive observation environments. Due to the extensive text that implies the protocol of this new methodology for the evaluation of Occupational Risks adapted to Construction works, it proceeds to show various graphs of results of the implementation of the method on the actual construction process of a work. These graphs show the comparative results of the construction process environments.

- Risk of falling people at different levels (Figure 3).
- Risk of thermal stress (Figure 5).

Data has been taken from a real construction process located in the province of Madrid (Spain), for the construction of 6 semi-detached single-family homes, with three floors, one floor below ground level for garage and storage room, and two floors above ground level for housing. The total constructed area of the building is 1,528.26 m². The data presented correspond to the collection of data on site from June 17, 2016 to April 27, 2017. Data were collected weekly, for 34 working weeks. The elevation and ground floor plants of the construction and images of the work are presented schematically in Figure 2.

Each graph shows the chronology of the development of the construction site and the construction system inspected in each sample taking using a trend line for the results. The items indicated in the construction phase represent a period of two weeks. The different observation environments and their evolution are identified in the same chronology, with the quantified results of the risks in the environments shown on the left axis. Absolute Environment (blue), Documentary Environment (yellow), Constructive Environment (green) and Social Environment (red). The result of the Level of Preventive Action (black) of the risk assessed and its evolution during the construction process (on a logarithmic scale base 10) is shown.

For the interpretation of the results, and as it has been expressed in previous sections, the values of the Absolute Environment are those previously evaluated at the beginning of the work by the contractor. The Documented Environment is directly proportional and increases the result; The Construction Environment is directly proportional and may increase or decrease the value of the Absolute Environment; the Social Environment is inversely proportional and corrects the value of the Absolute Environment. According to protocled method, are identified the six degrees of control of the preventive action in the intervals shown with horizontal lines referring to the right axis with respect to the results of the Level of Preventive Action. Control levels indicate the amount of preventive action required in the documentary, constructive, and social settings to achieve the optimal level of control. \( L_{pac} \) values up to 4% identify that the control base is optimal. For values between 4% and 12% it identifies adequate control of the preventive action, for values between 12% and 20% more preventive action control is required, for values between 20% and 36% more control is required, for values between 36% and 60% intensive control is required and for values greater than 60% exhaustive control of the preventive action is required.

In Figure 3 the evaluation of workers fall risks at different levels is presented. After evaluating the Level of Preventive Action, indications were found that the situation must be controlled with exhaustive levels of preventive action from the beginning of the work to the middle of the construction phase. Following up works phases will need intensive levels of control. The workers fall risk at different levels was present throughout the work and was never possible to eliminate it. The Absolute Environment indicates previous risk values of a moderate nature from the start of the works to the first half. Subsequently, value de-
creases slightly until the end of the work. Across the construction phase, the Documentary Environment indicates that the physical and geometric conditions of the work have a significant impact on the workers fall risk at different levels and its quantification is considerably higher than expected during the first half of the process of building. The Construction Environment shows that collective and individual prevention systems and the frequency of exposure to risk present a lower incidence than expected in the Absolute Environment remaining similar throughout the work phase showing a slightly decrease in the second half of the work. The Social Environment shows that the participation, the state of mind and the perception of the workers related to safety and health issues in the workplace are very low in the first half of the work and have a significant impact on the workers fall risk at different levels, increasing the final value. Workplace images are presented that reflect the incidence of the environments on the workers fall risk at different levels (Figure 4) in facade works (item 1) and roof works (item 2).

In the Figure 3 item 1 under works on facades it is observed that masonry works are being carried out on the façade, on the ground floor and first floor with risks of falling at different heights \((E_d)\). Although the degree of risk exposure is important, a scaffold is available as collective protection \((E_c)\). The absolute risk is low when working outdoors with high temperatures \((E_t)\). Level of Preventive Action indicates that exhaustive controls are required to be present on all three environments. This is due risk level consideration as intolerable in the Absolute Environment. To correct this trend, it is necessary to increase collective and individual protection measures, encourage participation in prevention through training and constant information, and achieve adequate levels of mood, making the environment positive in the relationship, holding positive conversations (satisfaction private and company personnel). This will cause the values of the Social Environment to increase and correct the trend towards optimal preventive action controls.

In Figure 3 item 2 presenting situation on roof work, there is an evident risk of falling at different heights. The higher the working height, the greater the risk \((E_h)\). There is a scaffold and other safety elements that mitigate the Exposure to the risk of falling at a different level \((E_c)\). Although participation in prevention is very low, the Level of Satisfaction has good values and correct the situation \((E_t)\). Even when the risk level is evaluated as intolerable only in the Absolute Environment, the Level of Preventive Action indicates that intensive controls are required for all three environments. To correct this trend, it is necessary to increase collective and individual protection measures and encourage participation in prevention through training and constant information together with a boost in workers mood that improve its results. It is important to establish a relationship of empathy and positivism with the workers.

Regarding the evaluation of thermal stress risks (Figure 5), from the beginning of the work to two thirds of the construction phase, the evaluation of the Level of Preventive Action indicates that the situation requires exhaustive levels of preventive action to be controlled. Even increasing more the control level, risk of thermal stress was present throughout the work. The Absolute Environment indi-

![Figure 3. Preventive action environments regarding the risk of worker falls at different levels](image)

![Figure 4. Images of the construction development of the work](image)
icates previous risk values of a tolerable nature for all work phases. The Documented Environment shows a large part of the construction phases are carried out outside during the summer and winter including rains in the autumn season. The last third portion of construction work coincides with interior work, the completion of the work and the most temperate temperature. The Construction Environment remains constant throughout the work and below the value of the Absolute Environment. In the Social Environment, the mood is low and participation in prevention presents low values, negatively influenced by the thermal conditions on summer, autumn and winter. Images of the work are presented that reflect the incidence of the environments on the risk of thermal stress (Figure 6) in facade works (item 3) and roof works (item 4).

It can be seen in the image item 3 on works on facades, that masonry works are being carried out abroad, affecting the risks of thermal stress ($E_d$) due to the large work surface. Although the degree of risk exposure is important, workers usually rest in the shade ($E_s$). Participation in prevention is very low and the mood is low when working outdoors with high temperatures ($E_t$). Although considering it a tolerable risk in the Absolute Environment, the Level of Preventive Action indicates that exhaustive controls are required for all three environments. To correct this trend, it is necessary to increase collective and individual protection measures by installing shading and promoting participation in prevention through training, information and positive conversations. The interest in prevention and the level of satisfaction will have a greater presence and will help correct the situation.

On roofing works presented in the image item 4 it can be seen that coating works are being carried out on the ground floor roof. The outdoor temperature is adequate, so the position of the job according to its height conditions moderately the risks of thermal stress ($E_t$). The degree of risk exposure has decreased and security conditions have improved, so its incidence of thermal risk is low ($E_s$). Participation in safety is still low; however, the safety conditions of the work have improved as they are in the last stages of construction improving the Level of Satisfaction. The incidence on thermal risk improves, as the jobs are safer ($E_d$). Although risk consideration is tolerable in the Absolute Environment, the Level of Preventive Action indicates that more control is required for the three evaluation environments (documentary, constructive and social). To correct this trend, it is necessary to increase individual protection measures and encourage participation in prevention.

Conclusions

This new risk assessment method proposed, adapted to building works, called Level of Preventive Action, by means of a new mathematical formula for risk assessment, unifies and connects the risk assessment parameters using a corrective parameter which determines the preventive level (for Safety at Work, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomics and Psychosociology) for the construction works, with the aim of establishing timely control and prevention environments and moving towards an optimum risk prevention situation.
The new method is based on technic observation and data gathering of the prevention environments, and on a psychosocial survey on site. The main factor for optimal control is the workers’ participation in risk prevention, which is the most efficient correction parameter.

It is a more flexible method in its application. It is also more sensitive to risks detection in all scenarios in the construction process. It also manages to establish a relationship between the different levels of preventive action and the risk perception that workers have.

A new concept of observation has been established for preventive action called **Level of Preventive Action Environment**; and that differs from the phases of the technical-building process, which allows to identify and understand, in a simpler way, the insecure contexts. The Environments of the Preventive Action are $E_{ab}$ – the Absolute Environment (related to the Draft and the Execution Project), $E_d$ – Documentary Environment (related to the Project Hiring process), $E_c$ – Constructive Environment (related to the application of construction systems during building construction works), $E_s$ – Social Environment (related to participation in prevention and the level of satisfaction of workers during building construction works) and $E_{cl}$ – Live Cycle Environment (use of the building); and they are related to the periods of the construction process.

It has been possible to quantify the amount of risk involved in each of the environments during a construction process and its corresponding **Level of Preventive Action** associated with each assessed risk. This can be understand this based on the results that the evolution of risks in a construction process is highly variable over time. The evaluation observed from the different aspects of the environments offers us the possibility of relating them and understanding what the **Level of Preventive Action** is required to achieve the optimal control situation.

The disciplines related to health and safety in a work environment taken into account are Safety at Work, Industrial Hygiene, Ergonomics and Psychosociology. In addition, the study of bibliography as well the different investigations on risk assessment methodologies and their adaptability to construction works. Is also relevant the use of the method of the **Level of Preventive Action** focuses on evaluating globally the construction characteristics, the location of the positions work, the degree of exposure to risk, collective and individual security systems, levels of participation in safety and the Level of Satisfaction of workers.

Not only is the design of the building, the construction systems and the security elements that are going to be used during the construction process important, but the state of mind and the levels of participation in security matters imply relevant degrees of correction in the Risks evaluation. It is essential to learn to observe construction, not only from a technical-constructive point of view, but it is decisive to observe and analyze the interest shown by the worker regarding their participation in health and safety individually or collectively, and their behavior based on your mood; and how it affects constructive development.

Regarding the results of implementation, it should be noted that the **Preventive Action Level** methodology has great sensitivity to identify situations that require immediate preventive actions. In decision making, preventive action involves improving any of the observation environments. For this, it is important to communicate and establish training strategies for workers so that they know how to improve prevention environments.

It is essential, in the documentary environment, to identify and improve the preconditions regarding the geometry and constructive characteristics of the building, in the conception and design phase. In the construction environment, preventive action must improve the conditions of exposure to the risk of workers and the systems of collective and individual protection during construction work. Finally, the participation in prevention and the emotional states of the workers during construction work must be improved with positive communication strategies in the social environment.

One of the characteristics of the risk assessment method of the **Level of Preventive Action** is its immediate nature and adaptability to the different construction systems, planning and development of a construction site. It is able to identify from each aspect of the observation environments in regard of the result of the **Level of Preventive Action**, what is the control base and the amount of preventive action that is required on each of them to ensure that the control situation is optimal.
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